**TRINTECH DATAFLOW**

**DAILY DATA YOU CAN USE - INSTANTLY!**

DataFlow eliminates a data acquisition burden facing nearly every organization. How? By automating the daily retrieval, processing, aggregation and delivery of your account statements:

- Banking
- Credit Card
- Investment
- ACH Transactions
- Armored Courier Files

All accessible when you want them. Formatted the way you want them. Accurate. No hassles. No headaches. No cumbersome manual manipulation. Just reliable, accurate, validated data. Your data. Instantly ready to import into your reconciliation, cash management, treasury management, or other financial system.

DataFlow is a service offered by Trintech, the leading global supplier of financial software and services and provider of Cadency, the world’s only financial governance system that manages the entire Record-to-Report process. The DataFlow extended transaction network offers support for all US and Canadian bank statement types and formats, and for most every statement rendering methodology used by today’s credit card and investment firms.

It even handles formats from smaller community banks and regional card associations. With DataFlow, Trintech works with banks on common data errors during the collection process, such as: missing transactions, out of balance situations, and accounts missing from websites or files. The result is reliable data that’s ready for you. Whenever you’re ready.

**DATAFLOW CAPABILITIES**

- Next-day receipt of data
- Data aggregation to a single file
- Customizable retrieval schedules
- Easy account modification / addition
- Automated research and problem resolution
- 90-day historical data availability
- BAI and non-BAI reporting

Make daily data acquisition and account reconciliation easy, accurate and efficient. Not a dreaded, cumbersome chore. Speak to a Trintech professional today about DataFlow. For data you can use. Instantly.
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